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Ovid® LinkSolver®
Your Comprehensive eResource
Linking Solution
Empower users with timesaving access to relevant full
text, Open Access, OPAC,
and bibliographic resources
whenever they need them
Increase usage and
build awareness of your
institution’s library resources
Enable users to instantly
link to relevant full text
resources—inside and outside
your library system
Enjoy complete
administrative flexibility and
responsibility managing your
institution’s links
Create and customize links
based on your e-resource
holdings and how your users
like to do their research
Manage all defined links in
one easy to use administrator
interface
Enable the Resources A-Z
tool for easy book and
journal browsing by
numerous key criteria

Online scholarly researchers expect instant answers to critical questions.
Our OpenURL link resolver, Ovid LinkSolver, connects users with Ovid full
text, non-Ovid resources in your content library, as well as relevant Internet resources outside of your library system.
A single Ovid search query instantly connects you and your users to a
wealth of highly relevant information resources through Ovid LinkSolver.
Plus, as an administrator, you can create and manage your institution’s
links within a convenient, easy to use administrator interface.

Why Ovid LinkSolver?
Flexibility to define, organize and display links relevant to your institution
Set up is simple and quick — upgrade today, start linking tomorrow
Centralized link administration interface, so you can manage all your links in
one location; customize the interface with your institution’s branding
Flexible configuration options for link administrators to control and
customize links and link targets
Easy to use book and journal browsing tool that allows users to also link
outside of the Ovid environment to relevant information
Global servers optimize user performance and uptime
Ovid hosted servers, saving you time, money, and maintenance
OpenURL compliant, with the ability to resolve DOIs and PubMed IDs (pmids)
Award-winning global customer and technical support
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OvidLinkSolver®
Easy to Use – Even Easier to Administer!
Ovid Worldwide Headquarters
333 7th Avenue
New York, NY 10001
(646) 674-6300
(800) 343-0064
Email: sales@ovid.com

Additional sales offices are
located in the following cities
and countries:
Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands
Beijing, China
Berlin, Germany
Bologna, Italy
Dubai, UAE
Hong Kong
Ilsan, South Korea
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
London, UK
Madrid, Spain
Mumbai, India
New Delhi, India
Norwood, MA, USA
Paris, France
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Sandy, UT, USA
Stockholm, Sweden
Sydney, Australia
Tokyo, Japan
Warsaw, Poland

How LinkSolver Helps End Users
You define the scope of your electronic library, while your users enjoy navigation to a world of
relevant resources. They can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy one-click access from bibliographic databases to books and full text journal articles
Select journal coverage by year, volume, or issue prior to searching for more accurate linking
Already know citation data? Instantly access journal articles using the Citation Matcher
Limit your search to all full text available from within Ovid citations
Link to Internet or Intranet resources, as well as governmental sites, educational institutions,
local knowledgebases, and more
Link to print resource information from your library’s OPAC
Link to document ordering suppliers and interlibrary loan systems

How LinkSolver Supports Administrators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select from preset link templates, representing thousands of books and journals from primary publishers
and aggregators—or create your own link sources
Customize link names and resources, as well as the URL users go to after logging out
Expand administration globally or restrict to a single site
Limit searches from Ovid databases to all full text to which your institution subscribes
Save time and effort—Ovid LinkSolver requires no PERL programming
Upload electronic subscription lists from an OPAC or other serials management tools through Ovid’s
import utility
Enjoy quick deployment—Ovid LinkSolver is set up and ready to use in no time
Link to proxy servers for remote user access to links
Export full text link targets in easy to use formats

About Resources A-Z
Resources A-Z enables users to quickly browse and search their institution’s e-journal and book
collections using a simple, intuitive user interface. Conveniently located in the links administration
interface, the tool allows you and your users to:
•
•

Browse by A-Z title list or by subject classification
Search by book or journal title, ISSN or ISBN; then link directly to the home site for further
research and discovery
Plus:
• View the Resources A-Z tool in Dutch, English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Japanese,
and other languages
• Include an alternate title for journals with variant titles

Ovid

Transforming Research into Results.
• Ovid is your complete online research solution, offering a single online destination where you can
search, discover, and manage the critical information you need to streamline your research
productivity and your work.
• Work the way you want to work with a variety of search modes and customizable work productivity
and content alerting tools
• Save and manage critical research findings and documents in a dedicated work area—My Projects
• Extend your Ovid research experience beyond Ovid with the Ovid Toolbar
• Search all Ovid resources—books, journals, and databases—simultaneously with just one query
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Contact Your Ovid Account Representative for more details about
expanding your full text linking capabilities with Ovid LinkSolver.

